
development andmanufacturing of open
reciprocating compressors. As
technology andmarkets changed, the
product line grew to include
semihermetic and hermetic reciprocating
compressors in size ranges from 1 to100
tons. Trane currently produces a variety
of compressors including centrifugal,
reciprocating, helical-rotary and scroll
designs.

As compressor technology evolves,
Trane remains committed to improving
existing products and developing new
technology. Trane has been pursuing
continuous improvement to the 3-D
scroll compressor since its introduction
in 1988. Improvements are the result of
years of field experience and extensive
laboratory testing. The 3-D scroll
compressor is quiet, efficient, and has
great application flexibility, yet has fewer
parts and is lighter andmore compact.
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Trane hasmanufactured scroll
compressors since 1988. Scroll
compressors are used in a variety of
applications— from less than 15 tons
with a single compressor tomore than
60 tons when used in tandem.
Applications include air conditioning, air-
and water-cooled chillers and
condensing units, process cooling,
refrigeration, dehumidification, military,
mobile, heat pumps, railroad cars and
others.

Trane’s 3-D scroll technology and 3-D
scroll compressors are recognized as
state-of-the-art in the United States and
around the world. Furthermore, Trane’s
3-D scroll technology has been licensed
to other manufacturers worldwide.
Development of compressor technology
is not new to Trane. Trane’s expertise in
compressor development started with
the centrifugal compressor in the early
1930s. The early 1950s saw the

Trane, the world’s leading

producer of commercial

and light commercial

scroll compressors, sets the

standard worldwide for

scroll compressors larger

than five tons.

Available 3-D® Trane Scroll Compressors
Model CSHC Features:
6.2 tons • Internal motor protection
7.5 tons • Standard: stub tube connections
8.3 tons
9.3 tons
10 tons

Model CSHA Features:
9.3 tons • Sight glass
10 tons • Oil charging valve
12.5 tons • Standard: stub tube connections
14 tons • Optional: rotalocks with access fittings
15 tons
20 to 60 ton tandems

Standard Voltages
200-60-3 460-60-3/400-50-3
208/230-60-3 575-60-3
380-60-3 220-50-3

346-50-3
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Trane 3-D® Scroll
Compressor
The principles of operation: The suction
gas is drawn into the compressor at A.
The gas then passes through the gap
between the rotor and stator, B, cooling
themotor, C. The gas then enters the
intake chamber, D, that encircles the
scrolls. The oil in the suction gas is
separated by changing directions and
impinging on surfaces within the
compressor and then draining back to
the oil sump.

Finally, the suction gas is drawn into the
scroll assembly where it is compressed
and discharged into the dome of the
compressor. The dome of this
compressor acts as a hot gasmuffler
which dampens the pulsations before
the gas enters the discharge line, E.

How the Scroll
Compressor Works
General
A 3-D compressor has two scrolls. The
top scroll is fixed and the bottom scroll
orbits. Each scroll has walls in a spiral
shape that intermesh.

Inlet - First Orbit
As the bottom scroll orbits, two
refrigerant gas pockets are formed and
enclosed.

Compression - Second Orbit
The refrigerant gas is compressed as the
volume is reduced closer to the center of
the scroll.

Discharge - Third Orbit
The gas is compressed further and
discharged through a small port in the
center of the fixed scroll.
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